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Description

I have a display issue with a special TCA definition.

Given is a basic image field.

The only special configuration is:

    'columnsOverrides' => [

        'assets' => [

            'config' => [

                'minitems' => 2,

                'maxitems' => 2,

            ],

        ],

  ],

 After uploading the first image, all metadata fields in the first image are marked as required. After uploading the second image, the

fields aren't marked as required anymore. The reason is the css property:

.has-error .form-control {

    border-color: #c83c3c;

    box-shadow: inset 0 1px 1px rgba(0,0,0,.075);

}

 Expected behavior:

Imagefield should marked as an error because minitems is set to 2.

Metadata fields shouldn't marked as required after uploading only the first image.

Related issues:

Related to TYPO3 Core - Feature #94886: Show minItems and maxItems config val... Needs Feedback2021-08-13

Is duplicate of TYPO3 Core - Bug #82481: TCA type "inline" with min items mar... Resolved 2017-09-14

History

#1 - 2019-09-26 05:21 - Georg Ringer

- Subject changed from Image Metadata fields marked as error, even when they are not required to IRRE fields marked as error, even when they are

not required

- Status changed from New to Accepted

#2 - 2020-03-28 20:48 - Georg Ringer

closed as duplicate of #82481

#3 - 2020-03-28 20:49 - Georg Ringer

- Is duplicate of Bug #82481: TCA type "inline" with min items marks all fields as required added

#4 - 2022-01-31 12:36 - Benni Mack

- Status changed from Accepted to Closed
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https://forge.typo3.org/issues/82481


#5 - 2023-04-06 04:34 - Henrik Ziegenhain

- Related to Feature #94886: Show minItems and maxItems config values for TCA FAL Fields in Backend added

#6 - 2023-04-06 04:36 - Henrik Ziegenhain

- File bad-ux-2.png added

- File bad-ux-1.png added

#7 - 2023-04-06 07:01 - Henrik Ziegenhain

- File deleted (bad-ux-2.png)

#8 - 2023-04-06 07:01 - Henrik Ziegenhain

- File deleted (bad-ux-1.png)
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